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Fallen Fates Redgrab Books pvt ltd
What if you fall in Love with your junior? Does
school love really matter? Winter's Love a True
Story which will make you fall in love in winters.
Saris and a Single Malt Blue Rose Publishers
Is love a vintage rose kept in an old diary of heart? Will ke keep on
wilting with time or bloom its aroma when you someday open
your old diary? What if your love comes back to you not on it's
own but through the DESTINED ETERNITY? Not a single soul is
perfect enough to have all the qualities you want in them. You've
several but important souls in life. Those souls which you have are
like babies. You don't wanna hurt them , You don't even wanna
lose them. You just keep a balance of all souls and their lives. Even
though you know that they won't be forever with you, One day
you'll have to make choices and leave or accept anyone or none ,
but still you choose to savour that part of your life. And it gives the
TRANSIENT But WANTING happiness That you always wished
And now blessed to have. Abhishek, a young guy searched for love
, got his love and then what? Love crosses all limits to reach the
heart where its love resides. Love has no limits but has a destiny,
and this is it. This fiction is a rollercoaster drive of two lives
suffering, struggling and drifting through all situations and still . To
Know the whole journey, get your copy right now!!!
Equinox Sristhi Publishers & Distributors
Naina is a new-age girl with many dreams and a goal in life. But her

parents are all set to get her hitched right after her MBA. Naina pines 16 Short Stories Augsburg Fortress Publishers
to live and enjoy her life, and has absolutely no faith in her parents’ "When Priya moves from India to America, she finds a way to share
choice. On top of everything, Naina’s life becomes a rollercoaster her favorite holiday with her new neighbors"-ride when her family priest foretells that Naina will marry her lover One Wrong Decision Notion Press
The Anger of Saintly Men is the story of three brothers, Sonu, Anu
from the previous birth; still, the marriage will be an arranged one!
and Vicky, growing up in the 90s. A new decade has started. Maine
Meanwhile, Raghav – a charming, chivalrous, and almost irresistible
Pyar Kiya has just been released. Young boys are having wet
guy – enters her life thunderously. And Naina, unwittingly, feels
dreams after imagining what Salman Khan saw when Bhagyashree
herself drawn to him for reasons she cannot understand. Naina’s
undraped herself for him on that windy night. The three brothers
love life takes twists and turns in a way that they put her in a holy
have just moved to their new, first and last home, which they name,
mess. And everything seems to be related to the mystery of her past Chuhedani. The Anger of Saintly Men explores how little boys are
life. Will Naina be able to find her true love? What mystery does her made men in Indian households. A story of sexual awakening,
past life hold? What if she marries the wrong person? A modern-day heartbreak and growing up under the shadow of India’s first wave
love story rooted in the past, this story is Naina’s thrilling quest for of liberalisation. Told with compassion, the book delves deep into
issues of masculinity, caste, class, homophobia and shame. The
The Lover in My Dreams.
THE HEART TRANSPLANT OF MY GIRLFRIEND SUBHARAMBH
PUBLICATION HOUSE
Yuvraj, a handsome, young man, is in love with a
beautiful girl, Rashmi. Rashmi’s maleficent boss,
Maddy, always harbored secret desires of marrying
her. Mahabhoot-yantra is a one-of-a-kind gadget
with which the soul of a living person can be
extracted from his body and transferred into the
nether world. The young man, Yuvraj, was pushed
into the nether world, having limited time and
resources to come back. Defying all odds, Yuvraj
has to race against time and get back into his
body to unite with the love of his life, Rashmi.
This is not only a story of the eternal struggle
of the good over evil but also a passionate love
story where the hapless duo has to deal with all
the evils of this world and the nether world to be
together. Also, a motley group of ghosts help and
obstruct the journey of this man. This is a
journey of struggle, traveling into two worlds;
there are villains in both worlds. It’s a journey
of a ‘dead-man’ struggling against all odds of
both worlds to come back to life.

Anger of Saintly Men questions systems which have crushed men’s
expectations, desires & hopes for centuries. One of the first novels
that compels us to think on how we raise men and patriarchy’s
deep grip on men’s life.
Winter's Love Sristhi Publishers & Distributors
Lost Life and Empty Dreams is a collection of short stories and
poems about us. It is about our inexpressible common feelings,
some that we wanted to share with others and some we needed to
hear. This book will take us on a roller-coaster ride of some hardhitting tales, which we can pass on forever. After reading it, one
won't feel alone. If one feels lost, it will help one find themselves. If
one feel empty, it will help one fill themselves.
I Hate You Swati Modern History Press
This book tells the story of Sailesh, a common man, through the
eyes of his 15-year-old son, Aadesh. The majority of India’s
population is made up of common men who live their lives without
challenging their ill fate. But only a small fraction of it dares to define
its own destiny. Sailesh is one of them. The main intention behind
this book is to let this majority of our country know that there is a
very common man, who didn’t accept the life given to him as is and
redefined it on his terms. And if he can, so can you. The story maps
his journey from his humble beginnings to building his career and
touching the epitome of success and happiness. Sailesh has
donned many hats in his life - from being a revered teacher, a
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security guard, an insurance agent, a medical representative, an
and honey, make sure your banks and trousers have
Lost and Found Educreation Publishing
entrepreneur as well as an IT and corporate professional. Despite
sufficient money.” Life About an EMI is the story of a small- A collection of stories by Indian authors set in India,
the blows suffered through his personal losses, he got up every
town boy Shyam who dwells in the heart of every middle- including "The Goose Thieves, " "In a Guava Orchard, "
single time to move on in life, with unwavering faith in his philosophy
class Indian who has huge aspirations from life and wants "Varunkaka's Lemonade Pals, " and "Hanuman and I."
of never giving up.
to lead the world through his intrinsic and inborn qualities – A not so perfect Us Notion Press
You are the Best Wife Notion Press
A story about two broken souls...Aarti and Prithvi whose lives are
In this book author reveals a truth which transformed her until at every step he is made to believe that life is not a
bed of roses, but instead a struggle, and that you are here brought together by an unusual twist of fates as they both need
life. This is the source which, whether it is known or
each other to survive.. What they don't expect is the growing and
to
earn
your
living
and
sacrifice
the
rest
for
family’s
unknown, drives your life. It has been doing so since you
repulsive attraction they feel for one another.. Will they fight it? Or is
nurturing.
Shyam’s
childhood
orientation
paved
the
way
there something more which will threaten their lives? Find out in this
were a child and it controls much even now but you don’t
for
a
life
towards
accumulations,
possessions,
social
tale of complex relationships and haunting pasts...
realize its power. In this book, Sonal illustrates its power

through simple examples and shows how essential it is to
understand it. By mastering this practice you will definitely
create new possibilities and it will give you an access to
thinking big and achieving it. Would you like to know about
this secret of a “Healthy and Happy Living?”
Immortal for a Moment Children's Book Trust
Have you ever fallen in Love in your Life? If yes, then you
are welcome to the Life of R.J. (Rajat Johari) and Riya.
Schoolboy R.J. In the era of social media platforms, when
R.J. sees Riya for the first time, his heart, or should I say,
his will, forces him to communicate with Riya. A social
media platform helps him move towards his aspiration,
but... Dimpled and Braided Hair Girl Riya Riya is aware of
R.J.'s feelings, but as R.J. tries to communicate with her,
because of his poor English, she sees him as a moron.
Under a certain circumstance, R.J. finally decides to share
his feelings. But does the result come out in their favour?
With the passage of time, R.J. faces defeat in his love and
loses his armour. He tries to regain his love, but things
have changed and he doesn’t get any opportunity to
communicate. This time, social media also fails to help
him, but his friends help him realise his love. After facing
the realities of life, R.J. finally moves towards the one
wrong decision. Will R.J.'s love win in the battle versus
pride? Rajat Johari is a boy from the small town of Pilibhit
(U.P.). He has always liked to live his life in anonymity, but
once, for some reason, he picked up his pen and began to
write this book with the title, One Wrong Decision.
The Lover In My Dreams One Point Six Technology Pvt
Ltd
My philosophy towards life became the one as stated in
this quote by Shyam: “If you wish to enjoy life as nectar

obligations and worldly emotions, until nature showered
her grace upon him in the form of Radha. Radha entered
his life as a fragrance of divine love and made him
understand the importance of balance in life. She became
a gift of God who blew him away with such an intensity of
selfless love that her physical and metaphysical presence
changed the course of his life. It was time for Shyam now
to decide how to lead his life. Compulsively or
consciously? Incompletely or absolutely? Desperately or
willingly? Abruptly or profoundly? Was he willing to
continue his life as an Equated Monthly Instalment? Or
was he striving to live it with Each Minute Insight? What
Shyam decided changed his life from an unconscious
piece of life getting transformed in a radiant, vibrant &
absolute conscious ray of light for humanity that became
known to the world as Swami Shyam Charandasjee
Maharaj.

The Hero Of Tiger Hill Simon and Schuster
Life is not always fair to everyone. And most of the time,
we fall back on our parents and family - our mothers the
most. Cutting these beautiful human beings some slack
should never be a big deal. Often, in life, I have made the
mistake of taking mine for granted. But when I became a
mother myself, I realized what and how a mother feels.
This book is all about nine such beautiful lives who lived,
breathed and meant love - understood or misunderstood.
Their life stories will make you want to call your mother
just one more time and say, “Mom, I love you.” This
one’s for all the beautiful mothers out there. You are
special, more than you will ever know.
Life about an EMI AuthorHouse
From printing birthday wishes in the newspaper to helping
him get into his dream college, Kaushal’s father went
through countless hardships. Now, it’s Kaushal’s turn to
Sûrya India One Point Six Technology Pvt Ltd
take his parents’ efforts and turn them into success, for
Rahul is an eligible Bachelor as per middle class thoughts. He himself and them. Through memory losses and no hope
is 27 years old (right age to get married), highly educated and for anything, Kikki talks about everything that Kaushal’s
well settled high paying job (MBA and earning seven figure
family went through for him and his struggle to do justice
salary) and plus point that he had foreign visit last year and
to it. An extraordinary story of an ordinary family.
has high prospects to go foreign in future also. All these are
Our Plans Vs. Destiny Xlibris Corporation
achievements for any middle class boy to pop as premium
Ajay believes in living for himself; Bhavna teaches him to
Bachelor for matrimony world. So one fine Sunday morning,
live for others. Ajay is a planner for life; Bhavna makes
his parents fixed his arranged marriage 'get to know each
him live in every moment. You are the Best Wife is a story
other' Kind of meeting with prospective bride at mgf mall,
Gurgaon. He liked girl at first sight but refused to marry her just of two people with contradictory ideologies who fall in love.
It changes them for good. It changes the way they look at
because her name was "br>Swati". Why do Rahul hate this
the world and the way the world looks at them. Until
particular "name"? What are his heartbroken stories? It is
destiny reveals its plans. This is a true inspiring story of
journey of Rahul on path of friendship, love and some other
funny things. If you ever felt being in love, cheated and chaos the author and his struggle with life, after his beloved wife
then, one of the stories of this book could be yours also.
left him halfway through their journey. But her last words,
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‘you are the best husband’ gave him the strength to live
dream of serving the Indian Army.
on, and fulfil his promise of love. Told with frankness and But, You Are a Mother Bruce & Holly
doses of humor, this heartwarming tale of a boy and a girl This Volume Is Devoted To Plays And Prose Writings, The
who never gave up on their love in face of adversities,
Task Of Bringing Together Samples Of The Best Of
ends on a bittersweet and poignant note as Ajay comes to Modern Indian Writing Is Now Complete. The Translations
terms with the biggest lesson life has to offer.
Have Been Done By A Competent Team And Are Sure To
Short Stories for Children Prabhat Prakashan
Appeal To Lovers Of Literature
It was 9th of February 2014, in Maa Kalkaa’s temple,
when Zindagi asked me to write our story in the form of a
novel. I was utterly astounded to see such a wish coming
from her, but such was my love for her that it didn’t take
me even seconds to say a yes. When I wanted to prove
my love to her by writing this novel, nowhere in my mind
had I thought that my love story would take such a tragic
turn. The Heart Transplant of my Girlfriend is just a small
attempt to fulfil the promise that I made to the most
beautiful girl of my life. “Sometimes, promises are also
kept in people’s absence.”
Sky, God and a Clown One Point Six Technology Pvt Ltd
I was not afraid of death. All I prayed for now was to not
die before winning back Tiger Hill for India. On the night of
3 July 1999, Grenadier Yogendra Singh Yadav, all of 19
years old, was given a very crucial task along with the
Ghatak Platoon of 18 Grenadiers Regiment – to capture
the impenetrable Tiger Hill. Fresh after capturing Tololing
Hill, the Unit was high on josh, but also battered and
bruised. Braving the inhospitable terrain, freezing cold
weather and facing fierce enemy fire, he was the first in
this Ghatak Platoon to reach the top. Even after his body
was pierced by multiple bullets and grenade shrapnel, he
charged the enemy bunkers and cleared the path for the
regiment to capture the mighty peaks of Tiger Hill. He
displayed the most conspicuous courage, indomitable
gallantry, grit and determination under extreme adverse
circumstances during the Kargil War which made him the
youngest awardee of the highest Indian military award –
the Param Vir Chakra. The Hero of Tiger Hill is the true
story of a brave soldier who leaves no stone unturned and
fights valiantly for the honour of his country. In his own
words, Captain (Hony) Yogendra Singh Yadav gives us an
inspiring account of the Kargil War through his
transformative journey of fulfilling his most cherished
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